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Because of you, since 2022, we have been saving lives by 
delivering humanitarian aid to those in need and by ex-
tracting the most vulnerable from the front lines. We put 
your donations into the hands of our trusted Ukrainian 
nonprofit partners: Allied Extract, Bird of Light Ukraine, 
Artesans ResQ, and The Mozart Group.  

Allied Extract is a trusted partner that 
identifies global needs, develops relief 
programs, and executes humanitarian aid 
and extractions in conflict zones. 

A L L I E D  E X T R A C T

Allied Extract (AE) and Bird of Light Ukraine continue to 
install heaters and are near completion.  

Oleh, a volunteer, took food to Kutyanka, a shelter for 
displaced women, children, and the elderly. They are living 
without electricity; therefore, fresh food and the ability 
to keep soup or beverages warm in their thermoses are 
incredibly valuable. His car, sponsored by Krohn 
Breakthrough Foundation, is being used to help with food 
and supplies and to deliver items to front-line medical 
teams.  

Lydia Novruzov, an AE partner, received advanced medical 
kits that will go with Krohn Breakthrough Foundation on 
the April 2023 mission to help front-line medics in Ukraine.   

AE continues to work with TDI Medical training to support 
their program. The students complete a 3-week course and 
receive certification for field trauma care (similar to EMS 
training in the U.S.).  

The Mission Mastermind Report is an update about 
how we are helping Ukrainians get back on their feet to 
rebuild their lives and communities.  

Some children, mothers, 
and grandmothers at 
Kutyanka after receiving 
fresh food and thermoses 

Oleh with his 
KBF-sponsored car 

Lydia picks up advanced 
medical kits for the April 
KBF mission

A group of students, 
mostly female nurses, 
learning to assess and 
stabilize trauma victims

LOWER BODY JOINT STABILIZER:
Students learn how to stabilize a lower body joint.
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Bird of Light is buying items such as cots, blankets, and 
cooking equipment for a community of 80 displaced people 
in Uzhgorod who have been living in a school gymnasium 
since March. 

Artesans ResQ has been getting a 4x4 ambulance stocked 
and ready to operate in January. After it arrived, they 
installed equipment, heaters, and generators, ready for 
immediate use. 

They continue to install heaters and are near project 
completion.  

They have been registered as the first World Health 
Organization EMT specialized cell for medical evacuations 
and pre-hospital care. These teams respond with 
standardized care to disasters all over the world.

The team lead is going directly to Dnipro to assess plans for 
mass evacuations since they are the responsible team for 
critical care patients. Exciting and groundbreaking days are 
ahead for success.

B I R D  O F  L I G H T  U K R A I N E

A R T E S A N S  R E S Q

From feeding thousands of refugees to 
providing strategic support to single families, 
Bird of Light operates in Ukraine to respond to 
the needs of its people, be it heat, clothing, or 
food.

Artesans ResQ was founded to provide 
emergency response for injured and 
diseased people in the conflict in Ukraine.

GROUP THANK YOU VIDEO:
Bird of Light Ukraine and Allied Extract continue to 
install heaters and are near completion. 
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A typical living space for displaced Ukrainians

L I T T L E  V E R O N I C A ’ S 
C H A N C E  T O  H E A L 
Veronica is a one-year-old child, who got injured with 
50% burn injuries to her face, chest, back, and upper 
limbs. Her condition was very critical. She had a severe 
infection but due to a lack of electricity and ongoing 
attacks, laboratories were not functional, so she could 
not be treated in Ukraine.

On December 25, the Ministry of Health informed us 
about her and asked us to plan the entire evacuation. 
With two ambulances, the extraction medical team 
included the team lead, two doctors, one ICU nurse, 
and three paramedics. Everything went well. We put her 
on a ventilator, but her respiratory parameters rose to 
an alarming level. We didn’t know what had happened.

Everyone got into the emergency roles. After fighting 
for at least four hours, Veronica was back to normal 
levels, and we were confident that we could safely 
transport her. It took two hours of medical preparation 
to hand Veronica safely over to the plane crew. She 
arrived in her new hospital bed just an hour and a half 
later. We trust her care to the doctors and know that 
Veronica will have the chance to heal her body.

Our mission is to change lives and save lives. We change lives by empowering people to break free of limiting beliefs, unleash their full potential, and 
discover their unique purpose. We save lives by conducting international humanitarian rescue operations which help the forgotten and vulnerable.
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